Summer Teams Report
Over the summer to have been able send of our members to represent the club in various disciplines, here are some
reports:
Royal international horse show - Hickstead
This year we sent 2 teams to the above show. The team consists of 3 members 1 who jumps 85cm 1 who jumps
95cm and finally 1 who jumps 1.05.
Our teams were Joanna Hartland, Nikki Harris And Briony Clarke, Rachel Holt, Jodie Barden and Verity Wise.
This year 69 teams took part with the competition starting at 8am our first horses had a very early start.
This has become a very tough competition over the years sadly this year both teams were unplaced but some good
rounds were jumped with Rachel jumping clear, Jodie on a borrowed horse jumped a good round for just 4f and
Briony stepped up and jumped the 1.05 with a very unlucky 4f.
Thanks to all team members who jumped and made my job as team organiser the most easiest to date!! And to Judi
Piper-Dadswell for sourcing us extra horsebox passes which saved us £100!!

The Dressage and Riding Test teams, 5th August at Underriver Farm in Sevenoaks.
The team were Karen Fieldwick, Tracy Robus and Amanda Angear. It was an extremely hot day so we were all looking
for the shade. The team did really well despite the temperature. The team results were 4th in the Riding Test and
5th in the Dressage. Karen was also 4th individually in the arena and Amanda was 6th. Also Amanda was 3rd
individually in the Dressage. They all rode lovely tests and there was a great team spirit. They have also qualified for
the London and Southeast Championships in October. I would also like to say a big thank you to Stacey Clay who is
on the committee and gave her day up to be the helper. Every team competition we send a team or teams to we
have to provide helpers. Without helpers we could not compete in the qualifiers. It would be really nice if anyone
has the time to give up next year to be a helper. We do pay for your petrol costs and it is nice to have other
members there supporting the teams. WELL DONE GIRLS. !!!!

Dressage to Music – Saddlesdane, Kent
Congratulations to Tracy Robus who represented the club at the Dressage to Music qualifiers. She took 2 horses and
came home with an array of rosettes. Billy Dreamer was 1st in the Pas Seul costume. 3rd in the DTM qualifier and 5th
in the London and SE qualifier. So, Billy Dreamer has qualified for the London and SE championships. Dylan wad 3rd in
the Pas Seul and 4th in the DTM qualifier. Very well done to Tracy and her horses. Also, a big Thank you to Karen who
took the time to go with Tracy and be groom for the day. Karen said it was a lovely day.

